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Securities Regulation Daily Wrap Up, ARBITRATION—U.S.: Court declines
to review Delaware judicial arbitration, asks for government’s view in 1933
Act Sec. 11 case, (Mar. 24, 2014)
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By Jim Hamilton, J.D. LL.M.

The U.S. Supreme Court declined to review a Third Circuit ruling that arguably dealt a fatal blow to the new
Delaware arbitration system by holding that the First Amendment requires arbitrations by state judges be open
to the public. The Chamber of Commerce and the Business Roundtable had urged the Court to take the case,
arguing that the appeals court effectively doomed Delaware’s arbitration system and similar state arbitration
regimes, because confidentiality is a time-honored and common sense prerequisite for successful arbitration
(Strine v. Delaware Coalition for Open Government, Inc., No. 13-869).

In another action, the Court asked the U.S. Solicitor General to submit an amicus brief expressing the
government’s view in a case in which directors of Peregrine Systems, Inc., (Peregrine) asked the Court to
review a Ninth Circuit decision. The Ninth Circuit decision held that a plaintiff making an investment decision –
before a false registration statement existed – could state a claim under Securities Act Sec. 11. According to the
petitioners, the Ninth Circuit disregarded the limitations of Sec. 11; the decision conflicted one from the Eleventh
Circuit; and the Sec. 11 claim must fail, because the investor made his investment decision prior to the issuance
of the registration statement (Moores v. Hildes, No. 13-791).

SEC enforcement actions. Separately, the Court declined to review a challenge to an SEC enforcement action
where the defendant had asked the Court to reverse a default judgment obtained by the SEC against him (SEC
v. Razmilovic, No. 13-1002).

Finally, in another SEC enforcement action, an investment fund adviser and its director asked the Court to
review a Second Circuit opinion and decide if they can be held jointly and severally liable to disgorge gains that
they never received or transferred. Instead, an independent third party had received the gains. The petitioners
also asked if investment fund advisers can be held primarily liable for securities fraud as the makers of implied
misrepresentations and as scheme participants if they: (1) made no affirmative representations to a mutual fund;
(2) had no duty to make any representation; and (3) engaged in no inherently deceptive acts separate from their
broker’s implied misrepresentation. The Second Circuit denied the advisers’ petition for a rehearing en banc
(Pentagon Capital Management v. SEC, No. 13-1142).

Attorneys: Andrew J. Pincus (Mayer Brown LLP) for Leo E. Strine, Jr. David Lee Finger (Finger & Salina LLC) for
Delaware Coalition For Open Government, Inc. Kathleen M. Sullivan (Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP)
for John J. Moores. Steven S. Rosenthal (Kaye Scholer LLP) for David Hildes. Jeffrey B. Coopersmith (Davis
Wright Tremaine LLP) for Tomo Razmilovic. Donald B. Verrilli, Jr. for the SEC. Frank Charles Razzano (Fox
Rothschild LLP) for Pentagon Capital Management PLC. Donald B. Verrilli, Jr. for the SEC.
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